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Abstract 
We consider central imit theory for urn models in which balls are not necessarily replaced 
after being drawn, giving rise to negative diagonal entries in the generating matrix. Under 
conditions on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, we give results both for the contents of the urn 
and the number of times balls of each type are drawn. 
Key~ords: Generalized Polya urn models; Martingale central imit theorems Recursive trees 
O. Introduction 
The growth rules of many stochastic systems may be represented as urn models. 
The common feature of these models is that there are, at any time, p different ypes of 
particles (represented as types of balls in the urn). A ball is drawn at random from the: 
urn and its type is observed. If the ball is of type i, a random number Rii balls of type 
j -- 1, 2 . . . . .  p are added to the urn; this random number is governed by a probabi l i ty 
distr ibut ion for type i. The process is then repeated indefinitely. Many of the proper.- 
ties of these models are described in Johnson and Kotz (1977). 
A special class of interest is that of .qeneralized polya urn (GPU)  models. In a GPt l  
model, the ball drawn is returned to the urn. so that Ri; >~ 0, and it is generally 
assumed that R;; >~ 0 for j ¢ i. In Athreya and Karl in (1968) (see also Athreya and 
Ney, 1972), it is shown how such a GPU model may be embedded in a mult i type 
cont inuous time Markov  branching process (MCMBP) .  A number of asymptot ic  
results for MCMBPs ,  under a positivity condit ion on their generators, may then be 
adapted to prove the corresponding asymptot ic  results for GPUs.  An example o[" 
a GPU is described in Section 3; this derives from an adaptive "play-the winner" 
assignmenl of patients to treatments in a clinical trial, where the idea is to assign more 
patients to the most effective treatment arm (Wet and Durham, 1978; Wet et al., 1990J. 
We will consider a class of urn models that overlaps with the class of GPUs.  Our 
models are more restrictive, in that the expected total number of balls added at each 
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draw is a positive constant, but they are more general in that when a ball of type i is 
drawn, it is not necessarily replaced; in fact, additional balls of type i may then be 
withdrawn, with balls of other types being added. We refer to these models as extended 
polya urns (EPUs) to distinguish them from proper GPUs. Although EPUs are not 
always embeddable in MCMBPs, their asymptotic behavior, at least under mild 
conditions on their generators, is very similar. EPUs are useful in, for example, the 
analysis of recursive trees and related structures (Mahmoud et al., 1993; Smythe and 
Mahmoud, 1995). For p = 2, some asymptotic results for these models are given in 
Bagchi and Pal (1985). 
For an EPU model, let 
Zi, = the number of type i balls just after the nth draw, i = 1, 2 .... ,p. (0.1) 
In addition, let 
Ni, = the number of times a type i ball is drawn in the first n draws. (0.2) 
Clearly, ~P 1Ni,  = n. For GPUs, Athreya and Karlin (1967) showed that N~,/n j= 
converges a.s. as n ~ oc and identified the (constant) limit, and raised the question of 
asymptotic normality of the N~,. 
Our results for EPUs fall into four categories. In the simplest case when, for each i, 
a deterministic number of balls of each type is added when a ball of type i is drawn, it is 
easy to see that the vectors Z, and N, are linearly related, and the strongest result in 
this case is that both (Z1 . . . . .  , Z(p_ 1),) and (N 1 . . . . .  ,Nlp- 1)n) are asymptotically joint 
normal. Next, in the case when the distribution of the balls added is not deterministic 
but a constant number of balls is added to the urn at each draw, so that 
Z~, + Z2,  + ... + Zp,  = Ko + 21n for constants K0 and 21, we show under some 
conditions on the generator that (Z1 . . . . .  , Z (v_ l ) , ,  N~,, . . . ,  N~v_ 1),) has an asymp- 
totic joint normal distribution. Finally, assuming only that the expected number of 
balls added is constant, under nondegeneracy onditions we show that (Zi . . . . . .  Zp,  ) 
and (NI,, ..., N(p_ 1),) are either separately or jointly asymptotically normal, depend- 
ing on the degree of nondegeneracy. 
For the case of positive regular generators (defined in Section 1), the results on 
asymptotic normality of Z, may be deduced from results of Athreya (1969a, b), proved 
by different methods. I am indebted to a referee for the observation that this method 
appears to extend to the case when R ,  = -1 ,  i.e., the ball drawn is not replaced. 
The asymptotic ovariance matrices are in general difficult to express in closed 
form, being complicated functions of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the gener- 
ator. We give some explicit computations for the case p = 2; in principle, variances 
and covariances may be computed more generally. 
Section 1 presents notation and basic assumptions. In Section 2 we give the main 
result for the case p = 2. The argument in this case is much more transparent than the 
general case, since eigenvalues are real; and apart from a device used to find the 
transform constants when p > 2, all the essential ideas are already present in the case 
p = 2. Section 3 presents ome examples for the case p > 2. In Section 4 we give the 
general proof of asymptotic normality, leaving details of the proof to the appendix. 
Section 5 exhibits a class of examples to which our results apply. 
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1. Notation and basic assumptions 
Let plil denote the probabil ity conditional on the drawing of a type i ball, with E ~i~ 
the corresponding expectation. Let A = [aij] denote the generator for a p-type EPU, 
that is, 
air = E~i~[Rij]. 
Although different urn models may have the same generator, most of the properties of 
an EPU may be stated in terms of A. The defining assumptions of an EPU then 
require that 
p 
aij>~0 fo r j# i  and ~al j=) . l  foreachi ,  where 21is a positive constant. 
j= l  
(1.1) 
Note, however, that no restriction is placed on a~. We make two technical assump- 
tions: 
A is nondegenerate, i.e., not all P"l-distributions, i = 1 . . . . .  p, 
are equal to the same degenerate distribution; (12) 
and 
A is tenable, i.e., we cannot withdraw more balls of a 
certain type than are present in the urn. (1.3) 
In the case when the number of balls added is deterministic, a sufficient condition 
for A to be tenable (Bagchi and Pal, 1985) is that if a# < 0 for a given j, then lajil is 
a divisor of ajj for i ~ j and of Z~0. 
Less trivially, since we want to show central limit behavior, we assume 
E{i)[Rij] 2 <oo for all i,j. (1.4) 
Under the assumption (1.1), it is easy to see that 2l is an eigenvalue of A, with a right 
eigenvector u given by u = (1, 1 . . . . .  1). It also follows that for a suitable c >~ 0, A + cI 
is a matrix with nonnegative ntries and rows summing to 21 + c. We make the 
following assumption: 
A is irreducible in the sense that for some c >~ 0, 
(21 + c)- I{A + cI} is an irreducible stochastic matrix. (1.5~ 
It follows that A + cI is positive regular, i.e., (A + cI)" has positive entries for some 
m > 0, and hence that (Karlin and Taylor, [1975, p. 543)]) 
(i) the maximal eigenvalue )ol + c of A + cI is simple and has a strictly positive left 
eigenvector v; 
(ii) for any other eigenvalue Z, Re(,~0 < )-1 + c. Since/~ is an eigenvalue ofA iffll + c 
is an eigenvalue of A + cI, (i) implies that 
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(i) the maximal eigenvalue 21 of A is simple and has a strictly positive left 
eigenvector v; (1.6) 
(ii) for any other eigenvalue 2, Re(,:0 < 21. 
For convenience, we normalize v so that u. v = 1. 
For our purposes, the most important facts about our class of EPU models can be 
summarized as follows: 
(a) constant row sums ]-assumption (1.1)]; 
(b) finite second moments [assumption (1.4)]; 
(c) a maximal positive eigenvalue of multiplicity I with strictly positive left eigen- 
vector [(1.6)]. 
Unless otherwise noted, all EPUs  considered henceforth are assumed to satisfy these 
conditions. 
2. The  case p -- 2 
Consider an EPU model with two types. We begin with a result that extends with 
no difficulty to p > 2. Define 
K, = Z1, + Z2,, (2.l) 
and let ~-, denote the a-field generated by Zk, k ~< n. 
Lemma 2.1. (a) Kj / j  --* 21 a.s. as j ~ ~.  
(b) E(K j  -- 21j )2 ~< Cj for  a constant C. 
Proof .  Let ej = K j  - K j_ 1 for j ~> 1. There are a finite number of types and each 
P")-distribution has finite second moments, so it follows from well-known martingale 
arguments that 
(l/n) [e i -E (e i l~ i -1 ) ] - - ,O  a.s. 
i=1  
(see, for example, Hall and Heyde, 1980, p. 36). But, defining 
AZj , ,=Z j , , -Z j , , _ I  for j=  1 ,2andn> 1, 
2 2 
E(e , l~- l )  = E(AZj~I~._~] = ~ ~ (Z, . i -1/K i )a i j  
j= l  l=1  
2 
= Z (Zl, i -1/Kl)21 = 21, 
l= l  
proving (a). Part (b) follows from the observation that e~ and ej are uncorrelated for 
j > i, because E(e~l~-) = E{E(e j I~ . -1 ) I~} = 21. [] 
Now let 2 be the nonprincipal eigenvalue of A with ~. a right eigenvector for 2. Let 
X, - ~. Z, (2.2) 
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so that 
AX,,~I = ~.Z ,+I  - ~ .Z , .  
Then 
= (Z1 , /K , )~ ~ja, j  + IZz , /K , )Z  ~_ja2i t2.3) 
i i 
= ( ; jK . ) (~ iZ l .  + ~2z2, , )  = ; .X . /K , , .  
Similarly, if 
Y ,  = ~.N  n = C1Nln  + ~2N2n,  (2 .4)  
we have 
E(AY,+I ]/7,,] = ~. l (Z ln/Kn)  + c_ 2(Z2n/Kn) = Xn/Kn. (2,5) 
Define 
AMid:+ 1 = (Xi + 1 - Xi)  - -  ) .X i /K i ,  
(2.6l 
AM~+I : (Yi -1 - -  Yi) - -X i /K i .  
The main idea of the proof of asymptotic normality is to express X,, and Y, in terms of 
the martingales implicit in (2.6). To do this, however, we must replace Ki by .5~ 1i,./or 
i >~ 1. using Lemma 2.1 to show that this is permissible. Let A/Qx+ ~ and A/Q[. 1 denote 
the result of making this replacement in (2.6), with A/Q x - AM~ x, A/Q{" -= AM~ (of 
course, these are no longer martingale differences). For arbitrary real numbers 7-1 and 
~2, not both zero, set 
n 
X {b,,,(A~,x) + c,,(A/QY)} = ~X,  + ~.2Y,, + c,. (2.7) 
i -  1 
where {b/,,] and {~:~, } are arrays of constants and ~;, is a remainder term that will tend 
to zero in our analysis. Ignoring this term, we will determine the constants '/h~,, ] and 
[c~,,] in (2.7) and then argue by Lemma 2. l that, asymptotically, we get the same result 
if the tildes are removed from A/Q x and A/Q]' in (2.7). 
Determination of {bin} and {c,,} is easy; note first that c,,, = ~-2 for 1 = 1.2 . . . . .  H 
Solving for b~,,, we get 
n-  1 n 1 j 1 
b~,,--~, ~(1  +2/ )q j )+~2 ~ (1 /21 j ) [ ] (1  +;,./2~k} 
.i i i - :  i k i 
-- {:x I + :Xa/)o)(n/i);"'* --  ~2/ ) .  ()~ @ 0)  
~1 + (~2/)q) ln(n/ i)  (,~ = 0). (2.8) 
It also follows that 
c,, = b~, [ -  Xo -- ) . (Xo/Ko)]  -- c~,(Yo + Xo/Ko) .  {2.91 
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Before stating the main theorem, we need two preliminary results. 
Lemma 2.2. (a) X./n £ O. 
(b) X,/K,  ~ 0 in L 2. 
(c) Zi,/n e 21vi and Ni, & vi, where v is the left eigenvector of 2a. 
Proof. Note first that ]Xj] <~ (max~<p Y~ I~i[)Kj. Then from (2.7) with ~1 = 1, 
~2 ~ 0, 
X. = E b,.(AMT  - Z E [K,/i-2,]. 
1 
From (2.8), if 2 :~ 0, 
E bi.(~Mi ) = b~E(AMX) 2~< C x n(lnn) 
1 ~ ~22/2~ 
Hence, (1/n)12] bi.(2~MX)l ~ 0. For the second term, 
~ b~.(Xi/K~)(KJi -- E 21) 
T 
if 22 < 21, 
if 22 = 21, 
if 22 > 21 . 
n 
~, Ib,,I {E(XJKi)2 E(K,/i -- 21) 2 } 1/2 
1 
<~ Cn;~/~, ~ i-;/;, 1/2 ~ Cnl/2, using Lemma 2.1. 
i= l  
Thus, I(1/n)Y~] bi,(Xz/Ki)(Ki/i- 21)1 L0  as well, proving (a). 
For (b), noting as above that [Xi[/Kj is bounded, Lemma 2.1 and part (a) give 
X,/K,  -~ 0 in L 2. 
For part (c), represent a general vector as q = clu + c2~, where u = (1, 1) and 
u .Z ,  = K, for any n. Since u.v = 1 and v and ~ are orthogonal, it follows that 
i/. v = cl and hence 
q.Z . /n~21q.v  for any q, 
proving the first statement in (c). The second follows as in Athreya and Karlin (1967); 
letting 
~Si=fl0 ififanot,typejballis drawn on the i th  draw, 
k. 
it follows, again by a martingale argument, hat 
(l/n) ~ [61-E(6 i [~ , ) ]~0 a.s.; 
j= l  
but E(61],~i-a)=Zj, i-1/Ki-1--+vj a.s. by Lemma 2.1 and the result just 
proved. [] 
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Our last preliminary result justifies the replacement of Kj by its asymptotic 
equivalent 21 j- 
Lemma 2.3. Let X j be defined as in (2.2). Then 
n -1/2 ~ (X j /K j )b j .  = n 1/2 ~ (X.i/2,j)bj.  + %(1) as n-~c~.. 
j=  1 j=  1 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
n 
limn 1/2 ~ b j , (X j /K j ) [K f f j  -,~1] = 0 in probability. 
j - I  
By HSlder's inequality, 
" ;.13 E n -~'2 ~ b j . (X~/K j ) [K j%-  <~ n ~/2 Ibj. I{E(X j /K~)2E[K i / j - ) . l  • 
j= l  j= l  
The term E[K j / j  - ~q]2 is bounded by C/j by Lemma 2.1, and E(X j /K j )  z is < c for 
.j sufficiently large, so the right-hand sum is bounded by 
Cn 1/2cn;,,',, ~] j-1,'2-;~,,';., = ~e.  [~ 
j - -1  
Remark 2.1. We note for future reference that the proof of Lemma 2.3, assuming the 
conclusions of Lemma 2.2, is valid for any p. 
We are finally ready for the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Z = (Z1, Z2) be an EPU model satisj~,inq the hypotheses of Section l, 
as well as 
22 < 21. (2.10) 
Then 
(a) Xn/n l/2 and Y,/n 1/2 are each asymptotically normal. 
(b) I /  
~. AZ is Pli)-nondegenerate for i = 1 or i = 2, 
n- l/2(X,, Y,) has an asymptotic bivariate normal distribution. (2.11) 
(c) l f  ,>r any nonzero fi = (ill, f12), 
fi. kZ  ¢ constant a.s. p~tl and p(2~, (2.12t 
n 1/2(Z1, -n21vl ,  Z2, --n)322) is asymptotically bivariate normal. 
(d) I f  fi)r any nonzero fl = (ill, flz}, 
ft. AZ  is Pll)-nondegenerate for i = I or i = 2, 
n- L'2(Z1, - n2, v~, Z2, - n).l v2, N1, - nv~ ) is asymptotically trivariate 
normal. (2. l 3) 
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Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.1, we state an immediate corollary. 
Corollary 2.1. Suppose a constant number of balls is added to the urn at each draw. 
Then, under (2.10), 
n 1/2(Z1,- n21vl) and n-1/2(Nln- nvl) have asymptotic normal distributions 
with zero mean. 
Proof. (For Nln) :  ~'Nn = ~lNln -k ~2N2n = (~l  - ~2) [N ln  - v ln ]  and  ~1 - ~2 z~ 0,  
since ~. v = 0 and v is positive. The proof for Z1, is similar. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(a) and (b). Referring back to (2.7) (2.9), under (2.10) it follows 
that 
g.n/nl/2--')'O as  H ---+ 00,  
so the error term will vanish in the limit. By Lemma 2.3, we may replace AM x and 
A_~ r in (2.7) by AM x and AM~, and the left-hand side of (2.7)is then a martingale. It 
therefore suffices, by the Cram&-Wold device, to prove a martingale central imit 
theorem for the left-hand side of (2.7). 
Part (b) of Lemma 2.2 shows that the contribution to Var(X,/n 1/2) and 
Var(Y,/nl/2) from the terms (Xi/Ki) 2 is asymptotically negligible. 
Define 
0~,x - E[(AML 1)2l~], 
0~r - E[(AM,.r+ 1)2[~], 
0~)r - E [(AMX+ 1 )(AM/r+ 1 )1 o~/] -
Using Lemma 2.2 it can be shown (see Lemma A.1 for details) that 
2 2 2 
olx E E Y EE kJ,,l =- oxx, 
k~<l j= l  l -1  
2 
k=l  
Oxy ~ Vk~k ~jakj = 2~vk~ =-- Oxr, 
k=l  j k 
where ~2.j, lF(k) denotes E(k)[(AZj)(AZ~)], 1 <~j, k, l <~ 2. 
Some manipulation then shows that the conditional variance of the left-hand side of 
(2.7), for ). ~ 0, 
0~x ]" (2.14) 
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Note that if Z is nondegenerate, ~.AZ is not identically zero and thus Oxx > 0. If 
(2.111 holds, calculation shows that 0.~r < OxxOzy and the sum in (2.14) is O(n)(this is 
obvious if ~2 = 0). The case 2 = 0 is simpler, since Oxr = 0 in this case. 
Now 
EIb~,,(AM x) + c~,(AM~)I 2 ~n :~'1 ~ if ,)~ v a 0, 
max ~ (const) x l ln  2 n 
i , n if 2 = 0, 
5"1 
so the Lindeberg condition holds. Part (b) of Theorem 2.1 now follows by a standard 
martingale central limit theorem (Hall and Heyde, 1980, Corollary 3.1 ). 
For part (a), if (2.11) fails, then 0.~,v = OxxO~,y and 2(~.AN)= ,~.AZ a.s. pi .  p_~. 
Then (~. Z,,I/\/n is asymptotically normal (taking z~2 = 0 in (2.14)) and hence so is 
Remark 2.2. It follows from Athreya and Ney (AN, 1972, pp. 223- 224), that condition 
(2.10) is necessary for asymptotic normality of X,,/\/'n. For a model in which ~. AZ is 
constant a.s. P(~) and pc2) we have " ~ , z( ..AN) = ~. AZ and if X,,/"w/n fails to be 
asymptotically normal, so also will (~.N,,)/,v/'n. Thus, asymptotic normality of 
N~,, may fail if (2.10) does not hold. tcf. Example 3.1). 
The proof of parts (c) and (d) of the theorem is a little more complicated and is 
deferred to the appendix. 
3. Some examples for p = 2. 
We begin with an example of a positive regular GPU model. 
Example 3.1. The "randomized play-the-winner" assignment rule in clinical trials. 
Consider a clinical trial in which patients are accrued sequentially and are immedi- 
ately assigned to treatment :~ or treatment/3. Assume that the outcomes of the trial are 
known immediately and are classified as success (S) or failure IF). Let p~ = Prob 
(Success on treatment ~), pe = Prob (Success on treatment [:~), q~ = l -p~,  
q~ = 1 -P/J. (See Wet et al., 1990 for a more detailed description of this setup.t 
Let p, denote the probability that the nth patient is assigned to treatment :~. in this 
assignment scheme, p,, will depend on the outcome for previous patients. We take 
I + S~(n -1 )  + F~(n -1 )  
p, = , 13.1 't 
n+l  
where S~(k) denotes the number of patients with outcome S on treatment :~ among the 
first k patients and F B denotes the corresponding number of patients with outcome 
F on treatment f . The idea is that if the treatment ~is doing well relative to [J early in 
the trial, more patients will tend to be placed on treatment z~, and vice versa. It is not 
difficult to see that this adaptive treatment assignment scheme corresponds to a G P[I 
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model with Na, = number  of patients among the first n who are assigned to treatment 
c~, with the infinitesimal matrix A given by 
q~ Pp 
(Taking initially one ball of each type accounts for the 1 in the numerator  and the 
n + 1 in the denominator  of (3.1).) The eigenvalues of A are 1 and p, + p~ -1  with 
corresponding eigenvectors v = ((q~/q~ + qp), (q/q~ + qts)), ~ = (q~, - q~). It is easy to 
check that, if Zol = Zo2 = 1, 
Let 
P,+z q~ + qp q~ 
if the ith patient is assigned to treatment ~, 
otherwise, 
if the ith trial results in S, 
otherwise. 
Write this as 
W. = 11. + Z,  + Op(1 ), 
and let 5 = p~ -q~.  By Theorem 2.1, if 5 < ½, ((N~,/n), p,) is asymptotical ly bivariate 
normal; the covariance matrix is 
(q~+qp)2(1 -26)  +26 3+26 
(Rosenberger, 1992; Smythe and Rosenberger, 1995). Hence, for 6 < ½, I1, = W, - Z,  
is asymptotical ly normal. In fact, Wei et al. (1990) show that I1, is asymptotical ly 
normal  for any value of 5; so if 6 ~ ½, W, - Z ,  is asymptotical ly normal. But by (AN) 
(p. 223), nZ-~(p , -  (qt~/q~ + qt~))~'~ W if 5 >½, where W is not a.s. zero (AN, 
p~)Ti + [(1 -X i )  - q~](1 - T,)} 
qp "] + 
Op(1). 
q~ + qp / 
Then we may express p, + 1 as 
P,+I =n (X i -p~)T i+p,  T~+ [(I  -X , )  - qp](1 -T i )  
1 1 
o 1 +q~Y~( l - r , /  + p ~ . 
1 
A bit of algebra then gives 
P. + 1 q~ + qa = { (X i  - -  
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Theorems 7.1 and 8.2). Since 
nl/2-aWn = nl/2-ayn + nl/2-aZ,, 
and nl/2-aYnP-~O if 6 > 21, it follows that n 1/2 '~Z n P=, W,  and x fn ( (N l , /n ) -  (q/s" 
q= + qe)) is not asymptotical ly normal. 
If 6 1 = 7, W, / ( lx~n)  a normal (AN, p. 224); since Y,/(\/]ogn)~ 0, in this case 
x/nil(Tog n) (NI, -q~/(q~ + qe)) is asymptotical ly normal. 
Example 3.2. Bernard Friedman's urn 
Consider a GPU model where one ball of the color opposite to that drawn is added 
to the urn at each draw. This model is a special case of Fr iedman's (1949) urn; it can be 
used to model the growth of leaves in recursive trees (Smythe and Mohmoud,  1995; 
see also Najock and Heyde, 1982). Its generator is 
with 21 = 1, 2 = - 1, ~ = (1, - 1). Clearly, A is not positive regular, because A 2 = I: 
however, asymptotic normality of Zi, was shown in Freedman (1965). Corol lary 2.1 
also shows that Z1,, and hence N~,, are asymptotical ly normal. 
Example 3.3. Joint normality of (Zx,, Z2n). 
Suppose balls are added according to the following rule: 
p~II{(AZ1,AZ2) = (1, 1)} = 1; 
P~2){(AZ1, AZ2) = (4, 0)} = 21 = P~i){(AZ1. AZ2) = (0, 0)}, 
The generator for this model is 
By part (c) of Theorem 2.1, n 1"2(Z1,,- ~n, Z2n-  2n) is asymptotical ly bivariate 
normal, but since (0, 1). AZ is degenerate for both distributions, we do not have joint 
asymptot ic normality of (Z1,, Z2,, N1,). Indeed, it is obvious in this example that 
AZ2n = AN1,, and N~, is asymptotical ly normal, 
Bagchi and Pal (1985) showed that asymptotic normality of Zln,/v/n holds in 
general for a broad class of EPU models. A case left open by Bagchi and Pal is where 
a~2 or a21 is zero (clearly both cannot be zero, to avoid a trivial case). Asymptotic 
normality will not hold in general for such cases, as the following example shows. 
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Example 3.4. A decomposable branching process. 
Let a GPU model have generator 
A= 2 " 
Here 2~ = 3, 2 = 1, but v = (1, 0), so v does not have positive components, and 
= (0, 1). It is easy to show that {(4"Z,/~,), n = 1, 2 .... } is a martingale, where 
~, ~ n~/3; since this is nonnegative, 
Z2n a.s.> Z as n ~o% 
t11/3 
where Z < oo a.s. Thus, ~ .Z /x /n  a.s,, 0 and asymptotic normality does not hold, 
even though 22<,, t  1 is satisfied. More generally, if ~12 =0 or 0~21 =0, 
Z2n/n,~/), a.s. Z or Zln/rt )J'h a.s.> Z* and asymptotic normality will not hold. 
4. Asymptotic normality for p > 2 
The case p > 2 is technically more complicated, mainly because of the possibility of 
complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For  technical reasons we will make several 
assumptions on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors; we suspect hat these can be relaxed 
considerably. The following will be assumed throughout his section: 
(i) the assumptions of Section 1 are in force; 
(ii) for any nonprincipal eigenvalue 2(~), 2 Re(2 u)) < 21; 
(4.0-4.3) 
(iii) all complex eigenvalues are simple, and no two distinct complex eigenvalues 
have the same real part, except for conjugate pairs. 
(iv) the eigenvectors are linearly independent. 
Generalizing our approach of Section 2, define 
p 
E[AZ j , ,+ l l~n l  = (1/K,) ~ Zk, akj. 
k=l 
Let ). = 2r + i2c be a nonprincipal eigenvalue of A (where i=  x/Z-i-), with 
= ~.r + i~  a right eigenvector for 2. In a slight change of notation from Section 2, let 
Xr(n)  ~ ~r" Zn, Xc(n) = ~.  Z , .  
Then 
E(AXr(n -Jr- 1) ]Yn)  = E(~r. Zn+ 1 -- ~r. Znt ~n)  
= Y Zj°ajl + ... + Y Z .a, 
\ J  / J /3  
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Zln 
1 =K--{4X,(~)-<X~(~)i,__. " ,--o, 1,2 . . . . .  
Similarly, 
E(AX~.(n + 1)1 ,~-.) = ~.. %~X~(n) + .).~X,(n)}, 
Define 
1 . 
&M~+~ (X) - Xdi  + 1) - X,(i) -- ~ [/-rXr(i) -- 2~X~(i)], 
+ 1 (X) =- X¢(i + 1) -- X¢ (i) - ~ i  [2~X¢(i) -- 2¢Xr(i)]. A~ Mi 
Again by analogy with Section 2, define 
}/'r( r/} ~ ~r ° N n = ~lrNl t l  JU "'' JU ~prJ~pn, 
Verifying that 
~(AYr(n + 1)1,~,,) = Xdn)/K. ,  
E (AY jn  + 1) l&)  = X~(n)/K,, 
define 
a,. Mi+ 1 (Y )  ~ Yr(i + 1)  - Y r ( i )  - -  X,.(i)/Ka. 
AcM,+ , (Y  ) - Y~(i + 1)  - Y~(i) - X : ( i ) /K , .  
n =0.  l . . . .  
i=:0,  1 ... .  
(4 .4 )  
t4.5) 
{4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4 .8 )  
Wkti~-(bkr(n), bkc(n), Ckr(n},Ckc(~)), 
where as before, we replace Ki by 21 i in the martingale differences (to be justified 
later). As before, the error term e,, will --* 0 when divided by n 1:2. 
The next step is to solve (4.9) for the constants. This is considerably more difficult 
that the previous case; we use a device employed in fringe analysis (Poblete and 
Munro, 1985). Setting 
(4.9) 
= a l rXr (n)  -+- 71cXc(n) if- 72,.Yr(n) + ~2~ Y~{rt} + G,, 
11 
E VgirIt l~r( j~i(x)  } -~- bic{Ac(~/I i(x) ] -~- Cir {Ar(]~i{Y }} _L_ Ci c {ac(mi{Y  ))}] 
i=1 
Proceeding as in Section 2, we define arrays of constants {bit(n), b<(n), Cir(n), C i, (tl)] SO 
that (dropping n in the constants for simplicity) 
128 
(4.6) and (4.8) give 
wk 1,.=~ I+~ wk., k~<n, 
W... = (cqr, cqc, ~2r, ~2~), 
where I is the 4 x 4 identity matrix and 
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(4.10) 
S = 
"~r "~c 1 0 t 
--2° 2r 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
The eigenvalues of S are pl = P2 = 0, P3 = 2/21, p4 = ~/21 where i denotes the 
complex conjugate of z. If 2 # 0, a spanning set of eigenvectors i  then 
1 
i 
0 
0 
1 
- i  
0 
0 
-2~/IA[ 2 
-;o/I;I ~ 
I 
0 
A¢/IA.I 2 
-Q/1212 
0 
I 
where [ 2] 2 = 2Z. 
Let R be the matrix whose columns are given by these eigenvectors; then 
R- ISR  = D = t i  0 0 
~ o o 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
and, from (4.10), Wk is given by 
O~lr 
0~1c 
~2r 
~2c 
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Now we have 
j I  +v-D = 
k A1 0 
0 
0 0 0 
4,~.(~) 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
then reduce to 
where qSk.,(z) = [ l~=k(J  + z/)q}. 
The values of {b,~(n)}, {b,~(n)}, {c,r(n)}, and {c,~(n) 
(k -1 )~ l 
hi l ' r ( / ' / )  - ,'i'! Re{(//~ ~- //2/;o}@in(/t)} @ ]).l 2 [--3(2r-~ r -Jr- O~2c./.c }, 
b~_ ~An) - (k - 1)! 1 
n! [ - -  lm{( / /1  -~ //2/:~)}ff)in(f~}] -- ~ 1.0{2r,).c -~- ~2c-)~r }, {4.1l)  
ci- l,~(n) = :~2~, 
Ci- 1,c(rt) = 0{2c 
for i = 2 . . . .  , n + 1, where/ /1  - ~1~ - i3q~:  and/ /2  - :~2r -- i~2,. 
For  large n, 
(n ) ; :<{cos[ (~) ln  ' n __ (k  - l)~ 4~.(,~) - \V2-1 / (gT i )  ] 
n! 
(4.12) + i sm ~-  In 
If,;, = 0, the analys is  simplif ies cons iderab ly .  It is easy to see f rom (4.6) and (4.8) that  in 
this case the so lut ions are 
bi 1.r(n) = cg~ + -v-- 
A 1 
bi 1.~(n) = o~1~ +-7-  , (4.13) 
/.I i J~  
Ci 1,r(H} ~- 3(2r , 
ci l , c (n)  = s ic  
for i = 2 . . . . .  n +1,  so that  
bi- , , r (n)  ~ ~lr + (o~2r/,)ol)ln(n/i), 
(4.14) 
bi-1.c(n) ~ :qc + (C~zc/21)ln(n/i), 
At this po int  we note that  the conc lus ion of Lemma 2.2 holds for Xr(n) and X~(n); the 
proo f  of (a) and (b) is only  sl ightly compl icated  by the poss ib i l i ty  of complex  
eigenvalues.  For  par t  (c) of the lemma,  we need to invoke assumpt ion  (4.3). 
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The foregoing analysis all concerns a single real eigenvalue 2, or a complex pair 
(), f~), with corresponding eigenvector ~r in the real case or ~r -+ i~, in the complex 
case. Now let 2 (1) . . . . .  2(p-1) be nonprincipal eigenvalues with eigenvectors ~(1), ..., 
~(p-1) respectively. We assume that 2 (1) ... .  , ,~(2,,) are the complex eigenvalues, where 
2("+J) = 2(J), j = 1,2, ... ,m, and 2 (2m+1), . . . ,2  (p-I)  are real (either of these sets of 
eigenvalues could of course be empty). 
Let 
- z , ,  x J)(n) - z° ,  
Y~J)(n) = ~(r j)" N,, Y~J)(n) -- ~J).  N,, j = 1, 2, . . . ,  m, 
X~J ) (n ) -~( J ) .Z , ,  Y~J)(n)=-~(J).N,, j=2m+l , . . . ,p -1 ,  
and define 
Armi+ I(X(~)), Acmi+ I(X(J)), ArMI+ 1 (Y(J)), AcM/+ I(Y(J)) 
as in (4.6) and (4.8). For  each j, we then define 
{bl/)(n)} (J) {b,o (n)} {el/)(n)}, {e,c (n)} 
as in (4.11) (or (4.13) i f2  = 0). 
To make the statement of the main theorem a bit less cumbersome, define 
Xn (1) (1) (m) (p- = (X~ (n),Xc (n) . . . .  . . . .  Xr (n),X~m)(n), X(r2m+l)(rt), ,X r  1)(n)) 
and 
Yn = (Y~l)(n), Y~I)(n) . . . . .  Y~m)(n), Y(m)(n), Y[2m+ l)(n) . . . . .  Y(r p- 1)(n)). 
Theorem 4.1. Let Z be an EPU satisfying the conditions (4.0) (4.3). Assume in addition 
that 
there are no purely imaginary eigenvalues. (4.15) 
Then 
(a) n (- 1/2)X n has an asymptotic joint normal  distribution. 
(b) If for any vector ~ in sp {~1) . . . .  , ~m) ~(2m+ 1) . . . . .  ~(p- l)}, 
~. AZ is nondegenerate for some p(i), i = l, 2 ... .  ,p, (4.16) 
then n 1/2(X,,, Y,,) has an asymptotic joint normal  distribution. 
(c) If for any nonzero 
f i=( f l l , f l2 , . . . , f lp ) , f l .  AZ ~constanta.s.  fo ra l lp ( i ) , i=  l ,2 , . . . ,p ,  (4.17) 
then n- 1/2(Z - n21 v) is asymptotical ly joint normal. 
(d) If for any nonzero 
fl = (ill, f12, ..., tip), fl" AZ is P(i)-nondegenerate for some i = 1, 2, ... ,p, (4.18) 
then n-1/2(Z--nAlv,  N - -nv)  is asymptotical ly joint normal, where N = (NI,, 
... ,N(p-1)n). 
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If (4.15) does not hold, the conclusion of part (a) still applies. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1, which is basically similar to that of Theorem 2.1, is given 
in the appendix. 
Remark 4.1. Condit ion (4.3) may be difficult to verify; of course, it suffices that the 
eigenvalues ,~!J~ be distinct, which is much easier to check. If (4.3) does not hold, 
a result on asymptotic normality of a subset of the X's  and Y's may be formulated, 
using a maximal independent subset of eigenvectors. We leave this to the interested 
reader. 
Remark 4.2. The restriction in the theorem to no purely imaginary eigenvalues is for 
technical reasons, and may not be necessary. 
For completeness, we state the analogue of Corol lary 2.1. The proof is straightfor- 
ward and is omitted. 
Corollary 4.1. Suppose a constant number of  balls ix added to the urn at each draw. 
Under (4.0) (4.3), n-  1 /2 (Z1 .  - -  n2 lc I . . . . .  Z(p 1~,, -- n)-i l'!p_ 1~) ix asymptotical ly joint 
normal, with zero mean. / f  (4.15) holds, in addition, n 1 /2 (N1, -nv l  . . . . .  N~t, l~, , -  
nv~v 11) has an asymptotic joint normal distribution with zero mean. 
5. Some examples for p > 2, 
Example 5.1. "Plane oriented" recursive trees. 
Mahmoud et al. (1993)considered a model related to recursive trees, called plane- 
oriented recursive trees, where the distribution of balls added is deterministic and the 
growth of certain types of nodes is represented by an urn model with generator 
0 2 0 0 
l --2 3 0 
1 0 -3  4 
1 0 
A = 
0 1 
Here 21 = 2 and the other eigenvalues are  2 2 = - 1, )~3 -= - -2 ,  ;.¢ = - 3, with r = (~, i~,, 
1~, 1o~-). Corol lary 4.1 applies to show asymptotic normality of (ZI,, - 2n/'3. Z,,,_ - n..'3, 
Z3, - 4n/5), as well as asymptotic normality of (N~,, - n/3, N2, -- n/6, N3,, - 2n/5). 
Example 5.2. "'Bucket" recursive o'ees. 
Mahmoud and Smythe (1995) define a class of generalized recursive trees, called 
bucket recursive trees, in which nodes have a capacity b, for some positive integer 
b (the case b = 1 corresponds to ordinary recursive trees). Here again the distribution 
of the balls added is deterministic, and the growth of these trees is modeled by an EPU 
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with generator A given by 
-1  2 0 0 .. 0 0 0 
0 --2 3 0 .. 0 0 0 
0 0 -3  4 .. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .. 
0 0 0 0 .. 
1 0 0 0 -. 
- (b -2 )  b - 1 0 
0 - (b  -1 )  0 
0 0 0 
The characteristic polynomial of this matrix has the form 
2(2 + 1)(2 +2) . . . (2  +b -1 )  = br. 
The principal eigenvalue is of course 2~ = 1. For b even, -b  is an eigenvalue; all other 
eigenvalues are complex, of multiplicity 1. All conditions of Corollary 4.1 hold, except 
possibly (4.1). It turns out that for b ~< 26, Re(2) < ½ for all nonprincipal eigenvalues 2,
and Corollary 4.1 applies to give asymptotic normality of (Z1 ... . .  ,Z(b-a),) and 
NI, , . . . ,  N(b-1),). For b > 26, condition (4.1) no longer holds; a phase change occurs, 
and the limiting behavior of Z is no longer normal. 
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Appendix 
Here we will prove Theorem 2.1, parts (c) and (d), and Theorem 4.1. We first record 
some useful preliminary results. 
Lemma A.1. For any vectors ~, (*, as i ~o~, 
E [((. AZ,)(~*. AZ,)[ g , -  1 ] L Bo((, (*), 
E [((. AZ,)(~*. AN,-)I ~- ,  ] L B~ ((, ~*), 
El(C-AN,)21 ~,_ 1] L B2(O, 
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where 
Bo 
P P P 
m=l  /=1 j= l  
P 
m-1  j 
P 
m=l  
Proof. We prove the first; the others are similar. For the first, 
E ~ ~,t~*AZizAZijlYi-1 ~2. t ,  iL~_t~_j ] L 
.i .i 
since 
Zi - l ,m p 
- -  ---~ Urn 
Ki l 
as i ~ , .  
Lemma A.2. {Kj -- 21 j, ~ } is a martingale. 
Proof. This is implicit from the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2.1, parts (c) and (d). Let Wj = u .  Z j  - )L 1 u .  N~ = K i - ,;q j, j = 0. 
1, 2 . . . . .  Now rewrite (2.7) with the Wj term included, and using Lemma 2.3 to remove 
the tildes from AA4 x and AM/r, to get 
{b in(Am~)- J -~2(AmY)~-o~3(AMiW)}:~lXn~- ,~2Ynq-~3Wn~-~;n  , (A . l )  
i=1 
with AMff" = Wi - Wi- 1 and bi, given by (2.8). Clearly, the Lindeberg condition still 
holds, and we need only verify the condition on the conditional variances. 
Assume that 2 -# 0 (the case )4 = 0 is easy). Using Lemma A.1, it is easy to see that 
~-- Cn as n -~ ~;, (A.2) E{b,.(AM x) + e2(AM~) + ~3(AMZ)}21.N, , ~, 
i--1 
so it suffices to show that C > 0. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: 2, > 0 and el + ~2/)- # 0. Noting that Y7~1 (n/i) 2~/~' ~ m:~ -2;,.,, if we sum 
from I to he, where ~ > 0 is small, the term involving (n/iF '~' [~  + ~2/2] dominates the 
sum and choosing ~ sufficiently small guarantees the result. 
Case 2: )~ > 0 and ~ + ~2/2 = 0. Using Lemma A.1, it suffices in this case to show 
that  
El ( ( - -  ~2/).)~ + ~3u)-AZ q- (~2~ - ,~q~3u)" AN]  2 > 0. 
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This holds under condition (2.13) of Theorem 2.1. If this condition does not hold, let c~: = 
0 (forcing ~3 to be nonzero), and under condition (2.12), E[u. AZ -21u .  AN] 2 > 0. 
Case 3." 2 < 0. If ~2 = c~3 = 0, then el is nonzero and (~)2~(n/ i )2~/:"~ Cn for 
C > 0, and (c) of Theorem 2.1 is proved. Ifc~: or % is nonzero, the argument for Case 
2 will give the result under condition (2.13) (if :~2 ¢ 0) or (2.12) (if e2 = 0). 
Summarizing, under condition (2.12) we take c~2 = 0 and get joint normality of Z. 
Under condition (2.13), joint normality holds for any ~,  c~2, ~3. [] 
We now move to the proof of Theorem 4.1, which is similar to the argument just 
given. Define the constants BI, B2, B3, B4 as follows: 
B(J) -(J) B(~), --: O~lr + 
B(2J' = col{) + B~ j), 
where 
B(j) = ( l / [ i ( J )  2~r . ( J )~( J )  ~( J )  : ( . / ) l  
B~ J) =(1/[;¢¢~)12)r'(J):(~)L~2c ,~ + ~,2~¢J)"(:)~,~¢ J. 
Then, from (4.11) and (4.12), we have (suppressing the ( j )  to ease the notational 
burden) 
b~_ t.~(n) ~ (n/i) 4/:' B~ cos [(2¢/2t)ln(n/i)] + B2 sin [(2c/At)In(n/i)] - Ba, (A.3) 
hi-1, o(n) ~ (n/i) z'< {B 2 cos [-(/~c/,~l )In(n/i)] -- B 1 sin [(2~/2~ )In (nil)] -- n4 
for the case 2 ¢ 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Summing (4.9) over the set of nonprincipal eigenvalues gives 
[bir {AnMi (X  )l -t-bic {AcMi (X  ) j  ~- t . i r  "t~r.Vl i~, , .  ) j  
i=1  j= l  
.(J).~ ( j )  + cic (AcMi(Y )}] 
P~'~ Ibis(J) {ArMi(X ( J )  1}-}-Cir(J) {ArM,(Y (J) 1}] (A.4) + 
i=1  j=2m+l  
F~( J )Y ( J ) [~  ~( J )v ( J ) [ . t  .(J)x:(J){. ", ~( J )v ( J ) [~ l  
~- LJ. l r  ~x r 1,t] + t~lc ix c t ~)  + ~2r  l r  (rtJ + ~'2c - - c  ~rt]j 
j= i  
p -1  
+ E 
j=2m+l  
where 
n - 1/2c. n ----)" 0 
~( J )  V (J)[.~'~q [°~(lJ)X~J)(n) At- ~2r  * r  ( "2 /  "@ £n, 
as n -* O; 
~2r ,  '~2c are arbitrary real numbers (not all zero) and {b~{)}, {b~{ )} are given 
in (A.3), C(l{)= C~2r, ClJ¢ )= ~2~ (if 2 = 0, the b's are given by (4.14)). To apply the 
martingale central imit theorem to the left-hand side of (A.4), it suffices to verify the 
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Lindeberg condition and the asymptotic variance conditions of Corol lary 3.1 of Hall 
and Heyde (1980). 
Under condition (4.1), the Lindeberg condition will follow from (4.12) if we can 
show that the asymptotic variance ~ Cn for some C > 0. 
By the result of Lemma 2.2(b), the terms Xi /K i  may be ignored in computing the 
conditional variance. Doing so, write the ith summand of the left-hand side of (A.4I as 
~_i,," Zi + p~,,. ANi. Then we claim that 
(l/n) ~ E[(~in. AZ i  +P in .kN i ) i l J " - ' i _ j ]  -+C as n --+~, tA.S} 
i=1 
Note that ~,, ¢ 0 (resp., pi, ¢ 0) by linear independence of the eigenvectors, unless all 
the fCJ) (resp., ,,{a>, ..~ ~ j are zero; but this would require all that ~]{). , 'x~,'<il ~,2~,i~ : )  to be 
zero, contrary to hypothesis. 
If we carry out the squaring in (A.5), it can be verified, using Lemma (A. 1 ), that every 
nonzero term in the corresponding product, summed over i from 1 to n, is of the form 
Cn + o01). It has to be shown that the sum of these contributions is strictly positive, 
giving a nonzero variance for the right-hand side of (A.4). 
Assume first that (4.15) holds. As before, we distinguish three cases. 
Case l. For some eigenvalue ,~(J), with positive real part, at least one of B~, B2 is 
nonzero. Let ). be the eigenvalue with the largest real part for which one of Bx. Be is 
nonzero. We give the argument for complex 2 (in which case there is a unique such )3: 
the proof for the real case, even when multiplicities are present, is easier. 
The term multiplying (n/i) z'>' from this eigenvalue may be written as 
{ B1 cos [().~.,",;. l ) In (n/i)] + B 2 sin [2~/21 ) In (n.."i)] ] 4~. AZ i 
+ ~ B e cos [(2c,")~ 1 ) In (n/i)] - B1 sin [).~ ,/21 ) In (n/'i)] ] ~,:. AZi 
= A in~roAZi  -}- C in~c.  AZ i. 
Using Lemma A.1, and in the notation of that lemma, 
~(n./i)24'>'E[(Ai, Y,~'AZi + C i ,~¢ 'AZ i )Z lY i  1] 
i 
{ t + 2Uo(~,~.) y.(n/~) A,.C., i
>~ Bo({,.,{r)~(n/i)2Z":"'A~,, -- Bo(d~,~)~(n. ,~)  . . . .  C~,, 
i i 
x .{ [Bo({~, ~r)B0(~c, ~c)l 1/2 --[ Bo({r, ~c)[ }- 
If Z is not degenerate, the second bracketed term above is positive, by linear 
independence of the eigenvectors. 
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Now if we sum from 1 to ne in the variance expression, it can be shown that 
~(n/i)2;,/;,A~n ~ ne1-2;~r;,, Z(n/i)2;.~/;,C2i, ~ ngl-2L/; . , ,  
i i 
so the contribution to the variance from the term corresponding to 2 will dominate 
that from all other terms. Thus, for e sufficiently small, ~7 ~ E[{~I , .AZ i+ =1 
pi,. AN` } 21~_  l ] >1 c(E)n, and (A.5) holds. 
Case 2." B1 and B e are  both zero for all eigenvalues with positive real part; for some 
~2r or ~ O. 
Note that for r > O, 
(i/n) ~ ~ net +~/(1 + r). 
i=l  
Since there are a finite number  of (bounded) terms contributing to the summands in 
(A.5), it will suffice in this case to show that 
I tP~ 1 E ( _  l~(J)~-(J) 13t(J)~(J)i A7 JJ3 t~r -- z)4 %c 1" t'aL'i 
i=1 [_ L j= I  
+ ~ ,.(~)~(~) ~,o  , j .AN,  I~- ,  >Cn~ UZ2r %r -{- o (J)'g(J)'l 
p=l  
for a positive C (here we take ~J) = 0 fo r j  > 2m). 
After some straightforward algebra, using Lemma A.1, this reduces to showing that 
p 
Z Urn[f i fE (m) ~t'] > 0, (A .6 )  
m=l  
where ~ = ~j= 1 I-"t)3 %r -4- and is the variance-covariance matrix for 
p(m). If condition (4.16) holds, (A.6) is true and (A.5) holds as well. If (4.16) fails, take 
~(J) c(2{ ) = 0 to reduce to Case 3. '~2r 
Case 3. B 1 and Be are both zero for all eigenvalues with positive real part; 
e(J) c~(2{ ) = 0 for all j .  2r 
In this case some B1 or B2 must be nonzero or else all the c~ (j) would be zero. Let 
2 be the eigenvalue with the largest real part for which one of Bi or B2 is nonzero. The 
argument used for Case 1 then shows asymptotic normality for the X (j). 
The case not dealt with here is when B1 and B2 are zero for all eigenvalues with 
strictly positive real part, but not for a purely imaginary eigenvalue. If 2 = _ i2¢, the 
"oscil latory part"  and the "constant part"  give the same order of magnitude when 
summed from 1 to n, so the preceding argument will not work for this case to give joint 
normality. If we take ~2r~(i) = C~(2{) = 0 for all j, an argument like that of Case 1 gives 
asymptotic normality for the X (J) in this situation. 
This completes the proof  of parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1. The proof  for parts (c) 
and (d) closely parallels that for Theorem (2.1), parts (c) and (d). We add to the 
r ight-hand side of (A.4) a term up W (n), and we include a summand ctpAM W for each 
i on the left-hand side, where again W~ = Kj -21 j .  
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Case l in the preced ing  argument  appl ies  unchanged.  For  Case 2, we argue  as in the 
proo f  of Theorem 2.1. If (4.18) holds,  we get jo in t  normal i ty ;  if (4.18) fails but  (4.17) 
ho lds ,  we take the c~2{I = :(2{~ = 0 and  conc lude  as before. For  Case 3, we use the 
argument  jus t  g iven in the proo f  of Theorem 4.1, par ts  (a) and  (b), when er  is zero. If 
(4.17) ho lds  and  ~p is nonzero ,  we complete  the proo f  as in the last par t  of  the 
argument  for Case of Theorem 2.1. 
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